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COUNTERFEIT HEROES OR COLOUR-BLIND VISIONARIES?
THE BLACK CONSERVATIVE CHALLENGE TO AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION IN MODERN AMERICA
MICHAEL L. ONDAATJE

The increasing prominence of black conservative voices within American

intellectual discourse during the past quarter century has prompted scholarly
scrutiny of their contributions to black social and political thought, and led to
fierce debate about their role in the nation's rightward cultural shift. Whil
their numbers have remained relatively small, the political impact of their
presence has nonetheless been significant. Indeed, for much of the 1 980s and

1990s, black conservative ideologues were ensconced at the heart of the

national dialogue on 'race', tapping into the enduring American philosophies

of individualism and free enterprise, seeking to overturn the corrective

political initiatives secured by the great civil rights movement. Insisting that
their differences were not with the goals of freedom, justice and equality, bu
with the methods employed to achieve them, black conservatives argued that
the liberal policies associated with the 'Great Society' of the late 1960s had

failed, that government, far from providing the solutions, was in fact

exacerbating the problems faced by African American people. This article
will assess the validity of these charges by focusing special attention on the
black conservative critique of affirmative action in contemporary America. It
seeks to bring together the various fragmentary 'micro' analyses of black
conservatism offered by prominent liberal and radical scholars concerned
with defending affirmative action, and to mould a coherent 'macro' response
to the black conservative challenge. In so doing, it reflects more broadly on

the political climate of the 1980s that made the emergence of black
conservative intellectuals possible, and assesses the implications an
practical consequences of their work for the majority of black people who
continue to live what Malcolm X called the 'American Nightmare'.1

Revered by the 'right' and reviled by the 'liberal/left', contemporary black

conservatives first emerged as a visible intellectual bloc in the wake of
Ronald Reagan's landslide presidential election victory of 1980. This is not
to suggest that there were no notable individual black conservative figures
before this. The contributions of such diverse thinkers as Booker T.

Washington, William Hannibal Thomas, Marcus Garvey, George Schuyler
and Zora Neale Hurston attest to black conservatism's enduring presence

within African American intellectual discourse. While these conservative

intellectuals, writers and activists never presented an entirely homogeneous

political philosophy, many of their ideas did intersect at key junctures.
Historically, the generic black conservative argument stipulated a theoretical
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and programmatic commitment to capitalism as a s

uplift. In this formulation, African Americans
struggle, submit to white cultural power and ra

thrift, patience, hard-work and moral recti

circumstances.2

In some respects, then, the black conservatives

inheritors of a tradition of black conservatism that

African American past. Before the emergence of t

and the collapse of legal segregation in the 1960

espoused conservative views invariably did so from
wall that separated the black and white worlds. Be

was largely grounded in African American r
institutions, it is generally accepted that these 'old

genuine responsibility for the welfare of the black

there was an expectation within the black comm
practise the ideas and values that they so vigoro
during the post-civil rights period, with the dism

formal discrimination, the social and cultural ties th

Americans were greatly diminished, and the symb
the black 'haves' and the black 'have nots' changed
black radical scholar Manning Marable explains:

It is now possible for a member of the present-

to live in the white suburbs, work in a whit
office, attend religious services in an all-wh

synagogue, belong to a white country club, and
into intimate contact with the most oppressed s
black community.5

What is striking, then, about contemporary black c

their predecessors, they have relatively few lin

political customs and institutions, and are not struc

community for which they claim to speak. Havi
'country club' and left the ghetto behind, today's
been able to propose ideas for alleviating black

regard for the dominant patterns of opinion among

themselves. Indeed, many have consciously avoid

the black community, preferring to communicate
uplift through the mass media.6 Their critics have

these 'new black conservatives' are simply 'sell

rights America, have been unable to resist the rew
principles underlying the black freedom struggle.7
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These principles have historically centred on political,

'equality' for black people within the context of a

unforgiving America. With the civil rights legislation
first principle of political equality - namely, the right
vote and run for public office - was won. No sooner h

the movement led by Martin Luther King turned

politically more complex matter of material equality, t
best to secure an equal distribution of wealth for Afr
within the US economy. The conclusion drawn by Kin
received wisdom in the black community ever since, w

more democratic America depended, in large part,

government to commit itself to the provision of not on
but also equal outcomes.8 In short, this first wave of c

'liberal' in the distinctively American sense that r
intervention in society, in contrast to the emphas

classic European liberal philosophy. While supporting
phase of the civil rights struggle, with its legal victori

in the South and the securing of full citizenship
Americans, modern-day black conservatives have b
vocal critics of the second phase in the late 1960s,

black militancy and the fight for race-conscious state s

How exactly is one to understand these negative b
government's attempts to help black people? A cu
contemporary origins of black conservatism provides

widely acknowledged that, as the American con

gathered momentum in the 1970s, 'a swarm of new, s
conservatives.... took flight'." In particular, these ideo
civil rights agenda had shifted to undermine the mov

objectives, in the process consigning black people

victimhood and dependence on government.12 During
political conservatism emboldened African America

and other ideas consistent with the logic of the N
anything else, Reagan's election victory in 1980 c

rejection of the 'excesses' that conservatives bel

national life since the 1960s, the push for racial ju

visible. It also signalled a renewed determination on th

values they associated with an older, better Amer
renewed commitment to 'individual liberty', 'mark
order', 'family values' and classical nationalism, an

emphasis on civil rights enforcement and the ethical o
to assist the poor and marginalised in society.13 It was
that the President and his supporters sought a radical

nature and scope of political discourse in the
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egalitarianism which had defined the postwar era

political space for the passage of anti-discrimination
of the 'Great Society', was being trampled by 'count
hostile to further social change.14 It was into this c
black conservatives first stepped.

As the pendulum swung to the Right and Reagan'
began, the boundaries of what was considered int
were radically redefined. New ways of thinking

problems took hold in the public consciousness. And

was the critical symbol in the formation of the
consensus.16 It soon became clear, however, that the

traditionally defined American conservatism had
administration in favour of a new 'de-racialised'
'colour-blindness' and 'equality of opportunity' fo

days when employers - with the approval of state an

posted signs 'no negras need apply', might have

stereotypes of the lazy, irresponsible 'nigger'
terminology such as 'the underclass', 'matriar

'hoodlums', and 'dysfunctional'.18 Opposition to po
specifically to the needs of the black collective was

terms of their violation of the newly enshrined stan

in American life.19

In this new environment, racism was described incr
merely an unfortunate blemish on an otherwise perf
not a present-day problem of glaring inequality wit
the oppressed. This new 'colour-blind' discourse, how

the fact that, for most African Americans, the centr

period was the sustained conservative assault on
movement and its rich traditions of resistance an
seemed clear that the conservative establishment's b

liberalism during the 1980s had a distinctly racial fla

discredit the African American struggle for soci

through a strident campaign against affirmative actio

Second, the 'race debate' was to be reconstructed

black urban poor were to be depicted as nothing more
'bad behaviour', over reliance on government, and a
responsibility'.21

In order to achieve these objectives, the Reagan
supporters in business and the media had to dent
traditional civil rights leadership, whilst simultan

coordinating the growth of a visible political base fo
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the African American community itself.22 To this en

Marable, conservative groups began to focus great

elements within the black population, 'recruiti

ministers, community leaders and even former militan
interests'.23 In government, a number of black conser
to high-profile positions. Clarence Pendleton (Chairm

Commission) and Clarence Thomas (Chairman of t

Opportunity Commission) headed the list, but severa

sub-Cabinet roles or fast-tracked into the federa

complement this new 'African American strat

organisations such as the Heritage Foundation, th

Institute, and the Hoover Institution began to award f
extensive monetary funding to a group of 'black con
which had emerged from political obscurity to becom

race. Economists Thomas Sowell, Walter William

community activists Robert Woodson and J.A. Parker
Shelby Steele were among the most prominent, but o
heavily on the infrastructure of the conservative mov
professional goals.24

The black political scientist Hanes Walton explained t
later:

In a very short time, this conservative pressure group had
been formed and well-placed. All that was now needed was
for them to spring into action. And, at the sound of the
Reagan presidential bell, they did so. 25
Throughout the 1 980s, this black conservative network grew in size, strength

and stature, empowered; it seemed, at every turn, by the Reagan

administration's determination to counteract allegations that its policies and
visions for America were racist. Distancing themselves from ideas, policies

and institutions that couched the issues confronting black America in
collectivist terms, members of this 'new black vanguard' became associated
with a style of conservatism that located social mobility and empowerment
in the agency of the potentially all-conquering individual. They rejected the

portrayal of black life and culture as a by-product of racial persecution,
viewing traditional liberal academic engagement with racial injustice as
increasingly irrelevant in the post-civil rights period. Echoing the analyses
offered a decade earlier by neoconservative theorists such as Nathan Glazer,
Irving Kristol and Norman Podhoretz, black conservatives maintained that

the dilemmas of race and poverty could not be addressed through the
deliberate intervention of the state.26 Rather, explanations and solutions were
to be found in the cultural sphere, among the blacks themselves - with the
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'criminally-minded youth', the 'deadbeat dad

dependent mamas' whose lives had been so utter

liberal social policies.27 With the civil rights strug

black conservatives now exhorted poor and eve

Americans to leave the 'liberal plantation' of gover
re-establish their independence by embracing the id
poor blacks, this required a commitment to 'get off
blacks, a corresponding repudiation of affirmative

By expressing these views, the 'new black conserva
face of a highly symbolic campaign to destabilise th

leadership and neutralise its influence on Africa
comfortable 'homes' at well-endowed conservat

'alternative black thinkers' launched a series of attac

'civil rights establishment', denouncing its pol

uncertain terms as 'self-serving', 'out of touch' an

the interests of ordinary black people.29 Robert
castigated civil rights leaders for 'using affirm

pockets and then pull out their civil-rights credit
they get caught'.30 Walter Williams went one step f

[civil rights organizations] once part of a p
have now squandered their moral authority.
more than race hustlers championing a racial s
They no longer seek fair play and a color-blind
agenda is one of group rights where quota is k
blindness is viewed with contempt. Today's
organizations differ only in degree, but not
white racist organizations past and present .3I

This black intellectual, who effectively equates the
the Advancement of Colored People with the Ku K
lauded in sections of the mainstream media as an ex

Above all, however, the question of affirmative
Charles Banner-Haley noted, clearly the 'most co

issue' of the period.32 In essence, the nation has bee
and moral legitimacy of employing the state as an i
the past four decades for the victims of both past

day prejudice. It was John Kennedy who first u
action in a 1961 executive order urging federal con

discrimination in the recruitment, hiring and prom
this point, all Americans, in theory, were to be tre
and be judged on the basis of individual merit alon
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half of the 1960s, during the presidency of Lyndon J
action moved beyond a passive instruction not to disc
mean 'special assistance' for historically oppressed peo

of outreach programs, training courses and, m

'preferential policies' in the workforce and at universit
affirmative action reflected the growing realisation i

making circles that efforts to increase African Am

during the first phase of 'affirmative action' had been

and that a more interventionist approach was req

'equality', 'not just as a right and a theory, but as a fact

Affirmative action, then, was neither a law, nor e
formulation. Rather, it developed through a series

government programs, civil rights initiatives and cou
ultimate goal of uprooting bigotry and providing emp
historically denied to African American people.36 Unf

for those seeking compensatory justice through t
institutional equity, powerful social forces soon m

egalitarian spirit that had given rise to affirmative ac
initially came from three major social groups: paleoco
'who had never wanted any civil rights legislation enac
disillusioned liberals or 'neoconservatives' who were concerned about the
political and economic costs of race-conscious public policy; and white male
workers who, when confronted with a shrinking economy, had emotionally
tagged affirmative action as 'reverse racism'.37 The opponents of affirmative
action appeared to understand clearly the critical implications of the concept
as it effectively challenged social structures that had, for centuries, helped to

preserve the racist status quo. It has been alleged that these critiques of
affirmative action thinly veiled the ongoing determination of its opponents to
accommodate racism and perpetuate white cultural privilege, albeit in new
and more subtle ways.38

For much of the 1970s, this white conservative coalition consolidated its
opposition to affirmative action around an absolutist interpretation of
'colour-blindness', which emphasised the 'end of racism' and advanced
'merit' as the sole criterion for future black advancement. The fight against
affirmation action dovetailed with the 'culture of poverty' paradigm to form
part of a moral crusade to stamp out 'big government' and limit the gains of
the African American freedom struggle.39 At first, the frontal assault on
affirmative action launched by white intellectuals such as Nathan Glazer and
Edward Banfield was easily dismissed as 'racist' by civil rights leaders and

the broader liberal establishment. But Reagan's victory in 1980 heralded a
shift in conservative tactics and came to be seen by many on the 'right' as a
watershed in their struggle to crush the 'new lynch law'.40 Although white
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conservative critiques of affirmative action appeared
and 1 990s, they were arguably upstaged by the trenc
the 'new black conservatives', which carried greater
the context of the new political culture. As former
Derrick Bell, observed at the time:

Today, as policy makers again seek to abandon

enforcement, certain experts assert that the pligh

the fault of blacks or of the social programs o
poor rely. When such claims are expounded by
obtain a deceptive authenticity. 41

At the beginning of the 1980s, the 'new black conserv
repeat verbatim the white conservative objections to

had drawn fierce criticism from progressive comm
Borrowing the language of social policy analysts a
but adding to it an 'authentic black spin', these ne

resubmitted the charge that affirmative action was 'r

blacks exploiting white guilt and creating for thems
order to hustle social benefits denied to other Americ
that it had indeed been wrong to discriminate aga
Sowell and company now concluded that it was equal
preferential treatment and thereby discriminate aga
social engineering device' was taking from innocent
had inflicted no injury, and giving to a black collect
none.43 Black conservatives feared that race relation

result and some, imagining the worst, wondered whe

policies might lead the nation down the dark path to c

In 1982, J. A. Parker and Allan C. Brownfeld, editor

conservative journal, Lincoln Review, made clear
affirmative action along these lines:

Current affirmative action programs represent
which we should oppose as contrary to our goa
blind society

individual freedom and our hope for continuing p

Liberal-minded Americans could be forgiven for bein

the initial black conservative foray into the affi

Caught in a 'thicket of racial reasoning', there was an

faces in high places had to be credible representa
opinion.46 However, from the outset, civil righ

progressive scholars were resolute in their opposition
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thesis so enthusiastically embraced by the new blac

Led by Jesse Jackson in the public domain and
academe, the 'left' rallied strongly. It was, they
perhaps dishonest too - for analysts, particularl
genuine endeavours to remedy a people's plight wit
practices that had produced it. A clear moral distin
other words, between the ideological hostility o

corrective measures undertaken on behalf of the op

was drawn, the initial concerns of black conserv

character of affirmative action appeared exaggerate

Dismissing these arguments, black conservatives

and J. A. Parker continued, throughout the 1980s a
view that affirmative action was little more than

quotas that rewarded 'unqualified' blacks at the

whites.48 But, as time wore on, an increasing num
ideologues grew tired of the simplicity of this criti

appropriately marginal place in their intellectua

black conservatives turned their attention to how affirmative action had

done serious harm to the very group that it had set out to help - African
American people themselves.

Shelby Steele's The Content of our Character (1990) and Stephen Carter's
Reflections of an Affirmative Action Baby ( 1 99 1 )49 stand as the best
examples of the black conservative social psychological argument against
affirmative action. As well as fuelling white resentment, 'racial preferences'

were now charged with fostering a psychological demoralisation among
African Americans and reinforcing black self-doubt. Since the quality that

justified 'preferential treatment' was an 'implied inferiority', black
conservatives argued that such programmes were powerless to uplift black
people.50 It was, moreover, according to Glenn Loury, humiliating that such

an exchange between black weakness and white power had become the
basic paradigm for progressive race relations in America.51 Rather than
putting blacks on the road to self-reliance and real freedom, affirmative

action policies, in Steele's view, wedded blacks to a victim status and
encouraged them to exploit this status as a source of contemporary power
and privilege.52 At the nation's institutions of higher learning, in particular,
affirmative action was said to have implicitly endorsed lower expectations
for African Americans and undermined the achievements of the most

talented black students and faculty members by making them look like gifts
from government.53 Carter, 'a professor of law at Yale University and by all
objective measures a talented and successful scholar',54 describes the 'racial

stigmatisation' that he believes continues to torment countless black
'victims' of preferential policies:
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For many, perhaps most , black professiona

generation , the matter of who got where and how i

studied and, I think, purposeful ambiguity . Mo

perhaps nearly all of us, have learned to bury the m

back in our minds .... Those of us who have g

professional schools over the past fifteen to twenty
are not white, travel career paths that are frequent
with suspicions that we did not earn the right to be
are . We bristle when others raise what might be ca
qualification question - ' Did you get into school or
because of a special program? ' - and that prickly se
is the best evidence, if any is needed, of one of the
costs of racial preferences .55

Not surprisingly these self-esteem critiques offered by
were enthusiastically taken up by white conservative id
Charles Krauthammer, for instance, writing in the Wash
Steele's view on the 'terrible psychic toll of affirmative
the black conservatives' arguments to demonstrate th
more than it is worth'.56 Not only did affirmative actio

justice', 'balkanize communities' and 'distort the me

attached 'a question mark to every real black achieveme

be no emancipation here! In academia, however, pro

moved decisively to illustrate the 'intellectual bankruptcy
affirmative action had infected large numbers of Africa

'disease' called low self-esteem. Harvard political scien

charged that these black conservatives were making far
claims about African American life but offering only pe
'evidence'.58 New York sociologist Stephen Steinberg sug

Carter's book might be useful as a case study of 'one

baby's' personal paranoia, it carried absolutely no weight
analysis of the policy of affirmative action itself.59 Oth

American Studies professor William M. Banks, argue
esteem theorists never spoke about the 'other side o
centuries, white men had not competed fairly with b
had seen to that. Yet, as Banks pointed out, these whi

never felt the need to qualify their professional achievem
titles such as 'Reflections of a Racial Privilege Product'.6

Most black intellectuals appeared wholly unperturbed by
speculation on the part of the black conservatives and t

politics and the media. For genuinely confident Afri

mattered little that a small network of unrepresentativ
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questioned their success and attributed it to 'unj

These scholars sought to demonstrate the co

achievements of affirmative action in increasing th
class, in creating for the first time in American hist

mobile stratum of black people.62 In fighting

programmes during the 1980s and 1990s, black pro

their belief that the opportunities afforded by

outweighed any threat of psychological damage. In
there was 'evidence' of low self-esteem and an affirmative action induced

'victim focused identity' among African Americans, it appeared to be
confined almost exclusively to those within the black conservative

collective.

There were, however, other reasons to resist the black conservative
broadside against 'preferential treatment'. Historian John Hope Franklin
would cheekily point out that in America 'Quotas had existed long before
affirmative action, but that the figure for blacks was zero'.63 Others, such as
Kilson and Cornel West, supported affirmative action policies because they

seriously questioned the legitimacy of the claim that anti-discrimination
laws enacted in the mid-1960s had eliminated all major obstacles to the
socio-economic and cultural advancement of African American people.64
Minimalist civil rights legislation may have contributed to the widespread
belief that racial discrimination no longer existed, but there was no objective

evidence to suggest that its passage had fostered a colour-blind milieu in
which 'merit' figured as the only relevant criterion in employment selection
processes.

The problem, these progressives now suggested, lay with the very concept
of 'merit' itself. In the 1980s and 1990s, black conservatives had assured the
nation that, in the absence of affirmative action, whites would judge African

Americans 'not by the color of their skin, but by the content of their
character'.65 However, the black conservatives steadfastly refused to accept
that affirmative action was a practical response to the persistent refusal of
most whites to do just this.66 Indeed, upon closer academic scrutiny the

'merit principle' seemed to flounder, resting as it did on a 'slippery'
theoretical foundation of 'fairness' to the 'individual', and amounting in
substance to little more than an 'idealised paradigm'. The 'merit versus
race' debate, to which the black conservatives were so devoted, ignored the
essential fact that any selection process is ultimately 'the combination of
some imperfect assessment of merit (skill and talent) and purely personal
filtering processes'.67 The assumption that race- considerations were neutral

at the 'personal filtering process' was problematic to say the least.
Unchallenged, it would only serve to 'justify actual practices of
discrimination against blacks' in the future.68
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It had, however, become clear to many that the black
of merit as the sole criterion for selection and advan

more to their sense of personal diminishment by aff
than to anything else.69 In the 1980s, Sowell and com

lengths to spell out that their professional achiev

reflection of 'special treatment', but of personal worth

working, 'meritorious individuals' who had fought

white men on a 'level playing field' and emerged on t

be among these 'alternative black thinkers' an alm

with winning white peer approval and with proving th

man's world'.70 In so observing, many were led to

intellectuals may have been suffering from an intern

their own.71 Given the rugged individualism that

period, it was perhaps not surprising that these black

distance from a group which appeared to have 'pre
stamped across its forehead, preferring instead to
could and should 'go it alone' in 'free' and 'fair' A

political utility of the black conservatives appeared to
on their public persona as 'self-help heroes' who had '
odds', as individuals who had risen from the depths of

share of the 'American Dream'.72 The fact that so

beneficiaries of affirmative action in one form or ano
little.73

The next phase of the black conservative critique of affirmative action
contained a strong economic dimension and appeared, at first glance, to
carry more scholarly weight than the preceding psychological analysis. As
the 1990s began, most black conservative intellectuals would grudgingly
concede that 'preferential policies' had indeed 'furthered the careers of
some blacks', adding, however, that 'any policy of favouritism would'.74
Their main objection now became that, while affirmative action had
contributed significantly to the growth of the black middle class, such
government benevolence had failed miserably to improve the life prospects
of the black urban poor.75 Part of the moral aura surrounding affirmative
action policies, Sowell and company explained, was the belief that such
policies benefited the 'less fortunate'.76 This was simply untrue. What had,
in fact, happened in America in the era of affirmative action was that middle

class black people had become better off and lower class black people had

become worse off.77 Preferential policies tended to be focused on

prestigious things - for example, admission to university or promotion
within the corporate world - and consequently were only within striking
distance of those who had already advanced well beyond the category of the

'less fortunate'. Depicting themselves as 'partisans of the poor', black
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conservatives condemned affirmative action as a chea

getting people better jobs rather than bringin

disadvantaged into the system. It was, in their view,

empirical outcomes of 'preferential policies' ha

attention than the moral rationale which lay behind th

In some respects these 'alternative black thinkers' we
action, by itself, is neither 'a major solution to po

means to equality'.79 Yet curiously black conserv

produce empirical evidence to validate their own argu

action, by itself, has been economically disastrou

Americans.80 Moreover, they have refused to acknowl

for these policies was a determination to stamp out i

to tackle racial discrimination rather than econo

recognition that racism is a historical and contemporar
the potential to cut across socio-economic boundaries
then, has always had a different purpose, a 'distinct
from anti-poverty programmes which seek to expand

education, and a range of other social benefits
irrespective of their race, gender or sexual orien

however, most black conservatives, despite claiming

poor, have made no secret of their opposition to eve
race-neutral state supports, preferring instead to prea
self-reliance as the best means to conquer grave socia
is, however, as Robin Kelley has noted, 'more than a

avid defenders of self-help are themselves caught
dependency' to support their own careers, relying on

like the Hoover Institution, the Heritage Founda

Enterprise Institute and the John M. Olin Foundation.8

Remarkably, in more recent years, prominent bl
explained their opposition to affirmative action i

dream of a colour-blind America.84 By employing th
freedom movement, they have managed to recast co

theory of race-neutrality and to campaign against
measures for black people. This has garnered the

respectability within the African American communi
conservative African American businessman and former chair of the

California Proposition 209 initiative85, Ward Connerly, chose King's
birthday to announce the beginning of a nationwide crusade to destroy
affirmative action, claiming the great freedom fighter had always been a
sworn enemy of social engineering measures that were designed to judge
people by the colour of their skin rather than the content of their character.86

Similarly, in 1994, the Heritage Foundation sponsored a conference entitled
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the 'The Conservative Virtues of Martin Luthe

black conservative figures presented themselves as
civil rights vision by lauding King's fine record a
right.87

Liberal and radical African American scholars have made clear their

objections to what they see as the perversion of King's legacy. In Guess
Who 's Coming to Dinner Now?, Angela Dillard argues that this attempt to
create a right-wing intellectual tradition centred on King is a distortion
using a number of out of context but judicious quotations from the great
man.88 It is interesting, she contends, that black conservatives ignored 'their
leader's' increasingly militant calls towards the end of his life for a radical

redistribution of wealth in American society and failed to explain why
King's dream had, in his own words, been devastatingly shattered.89 A
selective interpretation of King's vision may have allowed the likes of
Connerly, Steele and Woodson to portray him as a principled opponent of
affirmative action, but this claim becomes difficult to sustain upon a closer

reading of King's personal reflections on the subject. In his 1963 classic
Why Can 't We Wait , he wrote:

Whenever the issue is raised, some of our friends recoil in
horror. The Negro should be granted equality they agree , but
should ask for nothing more . On the surface , this appears
reasonable , but is not realistic. For it is obvious that if a man
enters the starting line of a race three hundred years after
another man , the first would have to perform some incredible
feat to catch up.90

In his 1967 book Where Do We Go From Here?, King again appeared to
express strong support for affirmative action measures:

A society that has done something special against the Negro
for hundreds of years must now do something special for him ,
to equip him to compete on a just and equal basis.91

To be sure, Dr. King often dreamed of realising a colour-blind society in
which race would have no place, but here black conservatives confuse the
philosophical prescription with the objective social reality. While King may
have sacrificed his life in the pursuit of a colour-blind America, he never
downplayed the significance of racism as a negative force shaping black life
and he certainly never counselled black people to surrender to injustice. On
the contrary, King spent his life encouraging his followers to fight on all
fronts for people of all races. Unlike contemporary black conservatives, he

believed that the struggle to defeat racism and the gradual movement
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towards a truly colour-blind society would require the employmen
conscious social policies for an indefinite period of time. In their

claim to King's moral mantle, black conservatives have igno
important point. They have also ignored the fact that there w
another dimension to King's teachings which emphasised that
civil rights was not so much colour-blindness as cultural dive

pluralism within a tolerant, ethical and humane social democracy

crucial omissions - together with the fact that black conserv
among the nation's strongest supporters of 'racial profiling

rendered their commitment to this variation of the colour-blind
affirmative action unconvincing.

As the twenty first century begins, the issues confronting black p
United States are radically different and indeed far more compl

1963 when King shared his now famous message of hope with A
the world. He could not have foreseen that his 'dream' would

distorted by political conservatives in their fight to destroy the
reforms that he championed to deliver justice to the victims of
vicious racist caste legacy. It is a measure of both the disappe
popular and penetrating civil rights movement and the power of
conservative establishment that affirmative action today is so co

and divisive an issue - resented and reviled in so many p

constantly under attack. Sustained by some of the nation's most
conservative institutions, black conservatives have served a clear
function in this political environment. This article has sought to

to the growing discourse concerning black conservative opp
affirmative action by drawing together for the first time th
threads of liberal and radical analysis. I have argued that th

eminence of these intellectuals in American political discourse h
to do with their ideological utility - with the novelty of their vo
liberal blacks94 - than with the potency of their arguments, whic
devastatingly critiqued by an array of progressive scholars. Indee
circles, contemporary black conservatism has come to be seen as

rather than a proactive ideology, its proponents denouncing
radical strategies to deal with racism and poverty, while off
credible suggestions of their own. Ultimately, though, the r

conservatism in the 1980s and 1990s raises the question of whet
who have benefited most from the civil rights struggle have for

black people who are unable to break the destructive cycle of di
and despair. The fact that some blacks today hold authoritative

American society and then use their influence to campai

destruction of policies that help black people indicates the urgent

new paradigm to advance the boundaries of black politic

paradigm must be built on a renewed commitment to social stru
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understanding that the move towards the goal of a co

not mean that the framers of American public p

'neutral' to the enduring significance of race - and c
American life. As one black scholar has noted: 'To be
our history and our social structure, may well mean
to justice as well'.95
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